
Welcome to Twitter!

If  you haven’t joined Twitter yet, it might be because you’re reluctant to join another social network. With any 
luck, after spending a little time on it, you will be convinced that it’s a worthwhile tool for your professional de-
velopment and you might even consider using it with your classes!

Go to www.twitter.com. If  you are new to Twitter, follow the instructions to set up a new account. NB you will 
need to use your email address to log-in. Remember, choose a name that you are happy being associated with 
in both personal and professional life. [For this introductory task, I would stick to a Twitter account that you will 
use to interact with other educators. If  you want to set one up from which you will interact with your students, 
you can do that at another stage.]

If  you are familiar with Twitter and have an account already, decide whether you want to have a personal and a 
professional account or whether you are happy to use your existing account for both purposes. If  the latter, 
proceed to the next step. Otherwise, set up a new account. 

For best results connecting to people on Twitter, edit your profile to include a photo. You should also edit your 
Bio to reflect the kind of  people you want to connect with on Twitter. Don’t know who to follow? You have two 
options - follow a hashtag #conversationtopic or look up a person to whom you have similar interests or who 
tweets something interesting, and see who they’re following. 

Some interesting hashtags to follow:

 #edchatie  #langchat #mfltwitterati

A handful of  Irish people on Twitter to consider following:

  @evelynoconnor @donenda @NL_84 @magsamond @lismiss @johnmayo @seomraranga 
@fboss @7MJB @podubhaigh @cesitweets  @LangTeachersIre @languages_ie

I’m @susanleahy

Once you’ve joined, you need to follow me and send me a tweet! It doesn’t have to be deep and meaningful, but 
I need to know that you’re online. 

Most Mondays at 20.30 #edchatie takes place, hosted by @fboss. Follow him to keep up to date on what the 
topic is. Everyone is welcome and it’s a great way to “meet” other teachers online and to find tweets related to 
Irish education. 
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